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Let X(t) and Y(t) be two stochastically continuous processes with inde- 
pendent increments over [0, T] and I&y spectral measures Mt and Art, 
respectively, and let the “time-jump” measures M and N be defined over 
[O, Tl x [w\W by M((t, , td x 4 = M&A) - M+% and MT, , td x A)= 
Nt (A) - Nt (A). Under the assumption that M is equivalent to N, it is shown 
tha”t the measrures induced on function space by X(t) and Y(t) are either equiv- 
alent or orthogonal, and necessary and sufficient conditions for equivalence 
are given. As a corollary a complete characterization of the set of admissible 
translates of such processes is obtained: a function f is an admissible translate 
for X(t) if and only if it is an admissible translate for the Gaussian component 
of X(t). In particular, if X(t) has no Gaussian component, then every nontrivial 
translate of X(t) is orthogonal to it. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
We are concerned here with two stochastically continuous processes with 
independent increments, X(t) and Y(t) for 0 < t < T, and the measures px 
and pr which they determine over the space of all functions over [0, T]. Neces- 
sary and sufficient conditions for the absolute continuity of one of these messures 
with respect to the other were given by Skorokhod [8]. This result received some 
improvement at the hands of Newman in [7] who not only came upon the same 
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result, but extended it by considering the amount of “overlap” in the case of 
nonequivalence. 
Here we present what is essentially a theorem which is equivalent to that of 
Skorokhod but with a different proof based on Kakutani’s theorem on product 
measures on infinite product spaces. Our main result is a conditional dichotomy 
theorem which states that if the time-jump measures [to be defined later] of the 
two processes are equivalent, then the two processes are either equivalent or 
orthogonal, and necessary and sufficient conditions for equivalence are given. 
Striking as this result might be, even more so is a corollary which states that 
for Y(t) = f(t) + X(t) (f being a sure function), then the two processes X and Y 
are either equivalent or orthogonal, and equivalence holds if and only if it holds 
when the non-Gaussian component is missing from X. Skorokhod writes 
[lo, p. 5571, “From known results on the absolute continuity of measures 
corresponding to processes with independent increments and to Markov 
processes (see [5]) t i is easy to derive the form of admissible translations and 
formulas for their densities.” Unfortunately, no further mention is made of the 
precise form of the set of all admissible translates, which turns out to be the 
rather easy-to-state condition given above, with our added bonus that admissible 
translates turn out to be equivalent translates. 
Thus, although as Newman [7] remarked, there is no equivalence-singularity 
result possible for general infinitely divisible processes (as there is for Gaussian 
processes and for some Poisson processes [1]), we find that under a rather mild 
condition, a conditional dichotomy theorem holds. 
A resume of the results is as follows. Let Mt(.) and Nt(.) denote the Levy 
spectral measures determined by X(t) and Y(t), respectively. These determine 
measures M, N on the time-jump space [0, T] x (W\{O}) as follows: if 0 < tr < 
t, < T, and if B is a Bore1 subset of !R1 whose closure is disjoint from {0}, then 
WPl, hl x B) = W,(B) - 4JB) and WI, 4 x B) = Nt2(B) - Ntl(B). 
The conditional dichotomy theorem presented here states that if M and N are 
equivalent measures, then the measures determined by the two processes are 
either equivalent or orthogonal, and a set of three conditions is given which is 
necessary and sufficient for equivalence to hold. (Compare this with [l].) If f is 
a function defined over [0, T], and if Y(t) = f(t) + X(t), then f is said to be an 
admissible translate of X if the measure determined by Y is absolutely continuous 
with respect to that for X. As a corollary to the conditional dichotomy theorem 
we obtain that the complete set of admissible translates is the group of all 
functions which serve as admissible translates for the Gaussian component of X. 
Moreover, we find that if f is not an admissible translate of X, then in fact 
P~+~ J- p,r . In particular if X has no Gaussian component, then pr+? 1 px 
for any nontrivial f. It follows that in this case the sufficient conditions given in 
[4, Theorem 6.11 are vacuous. 
A brief statement is in order for the raison d’etre of this paper. There is no 
question but that the results are for the most part equivalent to those contained 
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in the above-mentioned previous work of Skorokhod, and the proofs are quite 
similar to those of Newman in [7]. However, certain facts are emphasized and 
brought into focus here (e.g., the conditional dichotomy result) which are rather 
obscure in the Skorokhod and Newman papers. Also given here is a complete 
treatment of inhomogeneous (in time) processes which are not sufficiently 
discussed in Newman’s paper. 
2. THE THEOREMS AND THE BASIC TECHNIQUE 
Let {X(t), 0 < t < T} be a stochastically continuous process with independent 
increments for which we assume that X(0) = 0 as. For each t, the characteristic 
function of X(t) is known to be of the form 
where al(t) is a continuous function, u12(t) is a nonnegative, nondecreasing, 
continuous function, with ~~“(0) = 0, and M,(B) is a measure in B over the Bore1 
subsets of UP\(O) for each t satisfying A&((--, --xl u [x, co)) < 00 for all 
x > 0 and JO<~r~<l x2M,(&) < co; also, M,(B) for fixed B is nondecreasing and 
continuous in t and M,(B) = 0. We shall simply write X(t) - (q(t), u12(t), MJ 
to express the fact that X(t) has a characteristic function of the form given above, 
From the Levy spectral measures {M, , 0 < t < 2’) we are able to construct 
a new measure M over the Bore1 subsets of CV = [0, T] x (i?V\{O}) by defining 
M([t,, t,] x B) = M,*(B) - M,1(B) for 0 < t, Q t, < T and B E a1 n (W\(O}); 
the measure M is called the time-jump measure of the process. 
Suppose now that Y(t) - (a2(t), oz(t), NJ is another such process with 
independent increments and with time-jump measure N. It is known that 
separable versions of X and Y have almost all of their sample functions in the 
space D[O, T] of functions over [0, T] which are continuous from the right and 
have left limits at every point. Thus they determine probability measures t.~r 
and pr over the algebra of subsets of D[O, T] generated by all’sets of the form 
(f~ D[O, T]:f(t) Q x) for all t E [0, T] and all x E IJP. The problem considered 
here is that of determining conditions on X and Y which yield equivalence or 
mutual singularity of the measures pLx and pr. The following theorem is a 
slightly stronger version of a theorem that is already known [3]. We include our 
proof, since the method developed is used extensively in the sequel. 
Notation. If K and h are measures, we shall write K - X and say that K and h 
are equivalent if they are each absolutely continuous with respect to the other. 
If Z(t), 0 < t < T, is a stochastic process, then pr(*) will denote the probability 
measure over lf@rl determined by Z. 
683/7/I-2 
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THEOREM I. Suppose that X(t), 0 < t < T, and Y(t), 0 < t < T, are 
stochastically continuous stochastic processes with independent increments, with 
corresponding characteristic functions 
where Mt(.) and Nt(.) are both finite measures over W\(O). Then a necessary and 
su@icient condition that px N pLr is that both of the following hold: (i) M N N and 
(ii) al(t) E az(t), where M and N are the time-jump measures determined by 
Mt( .) and Nt( .). Moreover, if (ii) fails, then px 1 pr . 
Proof. We shall prove the theorem in two cases. 
Case I. al(t) = a,(t) = 0 for all t. 
Proof. Let is define A,, = {0), A, = [0, T], and in general for k 3 2 we shall 
define the “hyperhedron”d, = {(tl , t, ,..., tk) E 08% 0 < tl < t2 < *.. < t, < T). 
We then let Q, = (0}, and for k 3 1, let 9, = A, x (Rk\{O}). Let gfzk) denote 
the Bore1 subsets of Rak and I?& = @2k) n sir, . We then define the measures pLK 
and vk on the measurable space (Q, , CYk) by 
where )(j”_, (si , tj] is a rectangle in A, , i.e., one with 0 < s,; tj < sj+i , 
j = 1, 2,..., k - 1; t, < T. Clearly these determine measures on (52, , 6&). 
We now let 52 = (JJt,, Sz, considered as a disjoint union, and we take a u-algebra 
0? = u9c,-, G& . For A E GY, A = u,“,, Aj with Aj E 0?j , we define the measures 
pandvby 
~(4 = f P&%), 
j=O 
v(A) = 5 q(A,). 
i=O 
Let us show next that p and v are probability measures on (Q, a). To this end 
we recall the following fact from Stieltjes integrals: If q(x) is a continuous non- 
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decreasing function over [0, T] with q(O) = 0, then by induction one has that 
for any integer n 
Applying (2.1) with the function p)(t) == M,(Rr\{O}) we have 
/&2,) = pk(dkXRk) = e-M(R’) Jr 
&=O 
. . . f’ M(dt, ) Wl) ... M(dt, ) F-81) 
t1=0 
and thus 
=e -“““wl’(l/k!)(~,([wl))‘, 
@) = k$o,k(nk) = 2 e-““‘“l’((Mt(rW1\(o)>kik!> = 1. 
k=O 
Similarly v(Q) = 1. 
We shall now show that M - N if and only if p - V. For this we note that if 
there were a set A E 02 with p(A) > 0 and v(A) = 0, then for some k, pL(Alc) > 0 
and vk(Ak) = 0. Thus if (nj”=, M) and (nj”=, N) denote the k-fold product 
measures of M and N, respectively, then e-“(q)(@=l M)(A,) > 0 and 
e-N(g)(n;zl N)(&) = 0. u sing the fact that M < iV if and only if 
(l&r) Q (nj”=r N) we see that if TV <v fails, then M < N fails. Similarly, v << p 
failing implies N Q M fails. Thus M - N implies p - v. Conversely if there 
were a set A C [0, T] x (UP\{O}) such that M(A) > 0 but N(A) = 0, then by 
considering A C Qn, we have pl(A) = e-“(q)M(A) > 0 and v,(A) = 
e-N(S/)N(A) =0 so that if we define A* =~~uA,u$u+u~~~ECT, then 
p(A*) > 0 and v(A*) = 0. Thus if M Q N fails, then p < v also fails. Similarly 
N Q M failing implies v Q p fails, so that v - p implies N - M. 
Let us now consider the space y C D[O, T] of all step functions f over [0, T] 
with only a finite number of jumps and withf(0) = 0. It is known that almost 
all the sample functions of X and Y belong to 7. We take as a u-algebra on 9- 
that which is generated by sets of the form {f E y: f has k jumps at t, , t, ,..., t, 
of sizes jr ,j, ,..., jk satisfying tIeAl ,..., t,eA,, jlEBl ,..., jkEBIcj for 
(& &) x (Xj”=, &) E @k . We next define a mapping T from &’ to r. If 
w E Q, then w E 52, for some k and hence w = (tr , t, ,..., t, , x1 , x2 ,..., x3. We 
define T(w) E 9- by (Tw)(t) = T(t, W) = 2 xd where the summation is over all i 
such that t, f t. It is clear that T is a l-l bimeasurable mapping and hence 
p - v if and only if pT-1 - VT-~. We shall now show in Claims 1 and 2 that 
px = pT-I. A similar proof will show py = VT-~. 
CLAIM 1. Let A = {f : f has exactly one jump in [TV , TJ whose magnitude 
is in the Borel set B}. Then pX(A) = exp{- M([ro , TJ x W)} M([T~ , TJ x B). 
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Proof. Let us first recall that if N,(A, B) denotes the number of jumps off 
which occur in 4 with magnitudes in B, then N,(.,.,(A, B) is a Poisson random 
variable with expection M(A :< B). Also, disjoint sets A,, A, give rise to 
independent random variables. Now let P, be a sequence of partitions ~a -‘s, 
s,() < S,l < ... < s,, = or of [~-s, G-J with 11 [FD, // ---f 0, and let E > 0. Then 
pk(A) = z:j”=, P(u: X(; w) has no jump in [sno , snipI], one jump in [s,~-~ , s,J 
of size in B, no jump in [sej , s,,]) 
Concerning the right-hand side of the equality in the claim we have 
Now IM,(W) is continuous in t, hence uniformly continuous on [~a , TJ, so that 
for any C C W, M([s 123 ._r , s,J x C) can be made arbitrarily small for n sufficiently 
large. Thus for n large, / exp(-M( [s,j-r , s,J x B)] - exp(-M( [sniel, sni] x R))] < E 
and also exp{--M([s,+r , s,J ‘x B)} >, 1 - e. Using these results we obtain 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, this proves the claim. 
CLAIM 2. IfA ={f~~:fhaskjumpsatt,,...,t,withmagnitudesx,,...,x, 
satisfying ti E [ai, 6J with bi < ai+l , and xi E Bi , i = 1, 2,..., k}. p*(A) = 
exp(--M([O, T] X R)} npcl M([aj , bj] X BJ = @-l(A). 
Proof. The second equation follows immediately from the definition of p 
and the fact that T-l(A) = )(f=, [ai, bi] x Xl, B, C L& . Now, A = 
{f : f has no jump in [0, a,], no jump in [bi , ai+J, i = I, 2 ,..., k - 1, one jump 
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in [ui , bi] whose magnitude is in Bi i = 1,2 ,..., k, and no jump in [bk , T]). 
Thus using Claim 1 we have 
k-l 
px(4 = expt-WP, %I X WI n exp{-Jf.Wi, %+I1 X WI 
i=l 
X i {exP{-M([% 3 bi] X R’)> M([% 7 hl XBi)) exPt-M([6k 3 Tl X WI 
i=l 
= expt--MT(W) + Mo(Rl)) fi M([ai ) bil x &) 
i=l 
= e-M(q) I”r M([u, , b,] x Bi) = pT-l(A). 
i=l 
Since these sets generate the u-algebra, px = pT-l. Similarly, t.+ = VT-~. 
Thus for Case I pr - py if and only if p - v which is true if and only if 
M - N. 
Case II. ai( uz(t) not necessarily 0 for all t. 
Proof. Let us first observe that since u,(t) and us(t) are continuous functions, 
if a&> # a2(t), then &f : f - a, is a step function} = 1 while t+cf : f - a, 
is a step function) = 0. Hence if al(t) # u%(t) then tar 1 py . On the other hand, 
if al(t) = us(t), then taking F’ = F + a, and T’: 52 -+ 9’ given by T’(w) + 
a, = T(w) + a, we may retrace the steps in Case I to obtain px = pT’-l and 
py = VT’-1 and hence pLx - pu if and only if. M - N. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
We shall now turn to the general case where X(t) N (al(t), ala(t), Mt) 
with time-jump measure M and Y(t) - (us(t), us2(t), Nt) with time-jump 
measure N. We shall not assume that M and N are finite measures. We then 
have the following conditional dichotomy theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that M N N. Then either px - py or px _L py. 
Equivalence holds if and onij if the following three conditions all hold: 
(i) u12(t) = u22(t), for all t 
(ii) SW (1 - (dM/dN)1/2)2 dN < OC), where Y = [0, T] x (W\(O)). 
(iii) al(t) - u2(t) - J wl\~o) x/(1 + x”Wt - N&W = S: ~(4 QW) 
for some function P(T) satisfying 
s T  P”(T) u12(dT) < 00. 0 
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(It should be noted that condition (iii) is an assumption on q(t) and aa and not 
on M, and Nt . Indeed, it has been proved by Newman [7] that condition (ii) 
implies Jal,lo) (I x i/(1 + x”)) 1 IMt - N, I (d3e) < co). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let us first show that if (i), (ii), and (iii) all hold, then pX - pr . To do this 
we note the following result (see Skorokhod [8], Lemma 1.3. If pa < pr. and 
pc < po’ where Z(t) and G(t) are independent, and V(t) and G’(t) are indepen- 
dent, then pz+c < t++~ . Now we let Z(t), G(t), V(t) and G’(t) be processes 
with characteristic functions 
By the result referred to above, to prove that pX - ,ur , it is sufficient to show 
PC N PC* and pz - t+ . 
Now in [8], Skorokhod showed that if U(t) - (b,(t), or2(t), 0) and W(t) - 
(b,(t), us2(t), 0), then pr/ - pW or /.Q, 1 pW with p. - pW if and only if 
2,a2 and there exist a function P(T) with j,‘p”(~) u12(&) < co such that 
ii(t) - ii(t) = Sip(r) u,~(&). Applying this result to the processes G(t) and 
G’(t) we see that conditions (i) and (iii) together imply pc - pot . 
Let us now show that pv - pz . First it can be shown that both M and N are 
either simultaneously finite or infinite measures. Indeed, as was shown in [6], 
if exactly one of M, N is infinite, then (ii) fails. 
Similarly, if M is finite and N infinite, then (ii) fails. 
If both are finite measures, then we may rewrite yzuz(t)(u) and q~,u)(u) as 
pVft)(u) = exp !-iu 
t I,,,) bv(l + x2>) dN&) + IR,(“) V”” - 1) mtw[. 
Applying Theorem 1 we then obtain pz IV pr . 
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Let us consider now the case when M and N are both infinite. We choose 
EnJOsuchthata =E~>Q> ~~~andsuchthatwithS,={x:+<)z) <c& 
we have M([O, T] x S,) > 0 and N([O, T] x 8,) > 0 for k = 1,2 ,... . Define 
the finite measures Mtn) and NC%) on %Y by M(“)(A x B) = M(A x (B n S,)) 
and N@)(A x B) = N(A x (B n S,)) for A x B E .4P n ?Y. For these finite 
measures we then repeat the construction used in Theorem 1. Let d, = (01, 
A, = [0, T] and in general define the hyperhedron for k >, 2 by A, = 
{(Xl , x2 ,a*-> X,)EWO <Xl < xg < *.. < xlc < T}. We take ,R, = (0) and 
for k > 1 take Qnk = A, x R”\(O] and define the a-algebras 02s = {C, 0} and 
Q& = .%(21c) n !& for k > 1. We then have the measurable spaces (Qkh, Q&J, k > 0 
upon which we then define the measures t~,,~ and v,~ . If A = &=I (sj , tj] x 
XF= 1Aj E I?& we take 
pnk(A) = exp(-M(“)(g)} fi M("'((s, , $1 x Aj)vn&4) 
j=l 
= exp{--N(“)(g)} fi N@J((si, tJ x AJ. 
j=l 
Let Q* = Uz+, Q, , a disjoint union, and define the u-algebra G?!* = 
(Jr*,, Q& . We can then define the measures pn and v, on the measurable space 
(f-J*, a*) by /&Z’s u C, u C, u .*.) = Cj”, Pnr(Ci), v,(Cs u C, u . ..) = 
xi”, vnj(Cj) where C,, u C, u ... E G!*, Ci E C& for all i. As was done in 
Theorem 1, we may show by using (2.1) of Theorem 1 that ~~(a*) = 1 and 
v&2*) = 1. Let us now write 
and 
(a, a, v) = fi @I*, a*, v,) = (fi 9*, fi a*, fi q, 
n=l ?I=1 Tl=l ?a=1 
as the infinite product spaces. Now, M N N implies Mtn) - NC”) for every n, 
and by the results in Theorem 1 we know Men) N Ntn) if and only if pn N V~ . 
Thus we have tag N v, for all 12 and we may apply Kakutani’s theorem [5] to 
obtain p N v or p 1 v with p N v if and only if nz==, sn* (d~,/dv,)li2 dv, > 0. 
We shall now calculate so* (&,J~v,)‘/~ d v, using the method given by Hudson 
and Tucker [5]. Let w* E sZ* so that w* E Sz, for some k and hence w* = 
(h, t2 1...p tk !jl ,j2 ,.a.> j,). Then &&J*) = (h-u#vak)(tl ,..., tk, jl j-9jk)a To 
calculate this latter derivative we note that by the definition of dl, as linearily 
ordered k-tuples from Iwk, it follows from (2.1) of Theorem 1 that if P is a 
continuous Stieltjes measure on [0, T] and P(lc) denotes the k-fold product 
measure on )(t, [0, T] and Ptle) denotes the k-fold product measure on dk , 
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then p(k) < P(,) and dP’k)/dPg, = k!. From this it follows that if P and Q are 
two measures on [0, T] with P < Q then P$) G$ Qckj and 
dP(k) dP’“) ---=V=fig and j(~jl:2dQ~k)=~jf~)l’tdQ’~). 
dQ(k, 
Using this fact we have 
&nk 
- (tl ,..*> tk ,jl 
d",, 
Hence 
112 
dvn 
= j?” s, (e,“’ dv,k 
= exp(-kP)(%Y) 
x exp{ --Ncn)(9)} 
kl 
d ~ Nn)(ti , ji) 
&I 
= exp{ --Q(M’“)(?Y) + N’“)(CY))> 
X 
is ( 
i!?t (ti , ji))“’ dNc”)(t, , s,“l 
~o,TI~w\c)) dwn) 
= exp I-91, T,Xs (1 - (gr”)‘dN/, 
. n 
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so that 
Using hypothesis (ii) and Kakutani’s theorem we then have p N Y. 
Let us now define the transformation T from 52 into D[O, T]. If w E Sz, then 
” = (Wl , w2 ,...) with wk E sZ*. Thus wk = (tkl , t,, ,..., t,, ,, *.. j,, ) with 
t,, < t,, < “* < tk,,,, andjki E [w - {0}, i = 1, 2 ,..., mk . For”& w wt define 
the function T(w) by 
provided this sum converges, and Tw = 0 if it does not converge. Let us show 
next that T(w) converges a.e. b] and a.e. [v]. For this we write zk(t, W) = 
&tk,Gt) jki . Since t.~ and v are product measures, it is clear that {Zk(t), k = 1,2,...) 
are mdependent processes over (Q, aC, p) and over (52, GY, v). Also if we let E,, 
and E, denote expectation with respect to the probability measures p and V, 
respectively, then (cf. the proof of Theorem 1) 
and 
E& iuzB(t)) = exp IJ‘, (eiuz - 1) dN,(X)l. 
Hence if we let Z’,,(w) be the nth partial sum for T(w), i.e., 
we have 
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and 
Nowasnz cc 
ELl(eiUT~(t)) + exp iu 
i I -?- wt - Nt)W R\IO) 1 + x2 
and since 
we have 
Note that these are precisely the characteristic functions of Z(t) and V(t), 
respectively. Now for a series of independent random variables, convergence in 
law is equivalent to convergence almost surely, so that T,(t) -+ T(t) a.s. [p] and 
Z’,(t) + T(t) a.s. [v] so that T(t) has the distribution of Z(t) with respect to the 
measure p and has the distribution of V(r) with respect to the measure Y. We 
then have &A) = ~{w: T(t, w) E A} = pT-l(A) and pr, = VT-~. Recalling 
that p N v it follows from the fact that t~s = pT-l and pV = VT-~ that pa N TV,, .
Combining this result with the previously shown t.~o N pc’ yields pLx N pr . 
Let us now show that if any of the conditions (i), (ii), or (iii) is violated, then 
singularity results. For notational convenience let us write J(f, S) = f(~ + 0) - 
f(s - 0) for the jump off E D[O, T] at the point S. We shall write J(X, S) for the 
random variable 1(X(., w), s). 
(i) To see that violation of (i) results in orthogonality, we recall the 
theorem of Cogburn and Tucker [2] stating that if V(t) is a stochastically 
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continuous process with independent increments whose trend term is of bounded 
variation, then for any [tr , t,] C [0, T] 
lim 
?I.+* 
7 
j4”tl+l 
(W(&j - W(-+$-)j’ = I” - u2(tr) + SEztJ (J(i(w, s))2, 
a.s., where aa is the Gaussian component of W. Thus in our case, if we have 
~~2 # ua2, then we choose [0, tr] C [0, T] such that ~,~(t,) - u12(0) # ua2(t,) - 
~~~(0) and 
we then have &A) = 1 and &A) = 0 and hence px J- pY 
(ii) The proof that j(1 - (dM/dN)1/2)2 dN = co implies px 1 pLy may 
be found in [8]. That our condition (ii) is equivalent to his condition may be 
verified by using the argument given by Hudson and Tucker [SJ. 
(iii) Let us show here that if (iii) fails, then px 1. pr . To this end we shall 
note first that if L: D[O, T] -+ D[O, T] is a measurable function, then p&-l 1 
k&-r, implies px 1 pr . 
Now, if f E DIO, T], we define the mapping T: D[O, T] --f D[O, T] by 
Let T,(t, X) denote the process T,(t, X(*, w)) where 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that (ii) holds so that 
s R\(O) (! x I!(1 +x”)) I Mt - Nt I(dx) <~0 
and T,(t, f) is well defined. As we previously have done, we can show that the 
characteristic function of T,(t, X) is 
(PTJ?,x)(~) = exp ifi 1 s -%-- (M, - Nt)(dx) W\(O) 1 + x2 
+ j->E n (+ - 1 - &) dWx)\, 
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and with T,(t, Y) = T,(t, Y(., UJ)) we have 
Again, since convergence in distribution of a series of independent random 
variables implies a.s. convergence, it follows that T(t, X) and T(t, Y) are well 
defined and have characteristic functions 
and 
w(t,Yh4 = exp Is i 
&Us - 1 - 
R\(O) 
&) dlv,W~ . 
Let L: D[O, T] -+ D[O, T] be given by L(f) = f - T(f ). Then L is certainly 
measurable and the characteristic functions of L(X) and L(Y) are respectively 
and 
! 
a,2( tp 
9~~.~)(4 = exp iua2(t) - --7j- . 
I 
Now, using the result by Skorokhod [7] which we quoted at the beginning of 
our proof, we know that either P~Q) - WY) orwx) -I.. WY) withma -MY) , 
if and only if (iii) and (i) both hold. Thus if (iii) fails, pLtx) = pXL-* 1 ruL-l = 
am so that px I pr . This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Let us now apply our conditional dichotomy theorem to find a complete 
characterization of all admissible translates of a stochastically continuous process 
with independent increments. A function f is called an admissible translate of 
the stochastic process Y(t) if py+j -c$ pu . The characterization is as follows. 
COROLLARY. Suppose Y(t) is a stochastically continuous process with independent 
increments over [0, T], Y(t) - (a(t), u2(t), MJ. Let f  be any function on [0, T]. 
Then w+f - ,+ , or py+f I py . Equivalence holds if and only ;f f(t) = 
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sf, p(T) U2(d7) for SOm funCtiOn p With si p”(T) U2(dT) < C~I. In pfZYtiCUh, if Y(t) 
has no Gaussian components, then there are no admissible translates of Y(t), and 
in fact every nontrivial translate yields orthogonality. 
Proof. Note that Y(t) +f(t) N (a(t) +f(t), u2(t), M,). Then conditions (i) 
and (ii) are trivially valid and Theorem 3 reduces to equivalence or singularity 
depending upon whether f(t) = $, P(T) a2(dT) with a function p satisfying 
&J”(T) u2(dT) < Co. 
Remark. Skorokhod’s theorem on absolute continuity of measures induced by 
stochastically continuous process with independent increments can be derived 
also be the method used in the proof of Theorem 2. Namely we have pX << pr 
if and only if (i), (ii), (iii) hold and also M < N. This last condition is clearly 
necessary since if it fails there exists a set A C [0, T] x R\(O) with N(A) = 0 
and M(A) > 0. Then with A* = (f E D[O, T]: the number of points t with 
(t,f(t + 0) -f(t - 0)) E A is > 0} we have &A*) = 0 and p&4*) > 0. 
The necessity of the remainder of the conditions follows as in the proof of 
Theorem 2. Similarly we can retrace the proof of Theorem 2 to obtain the 
sufficiency of the conditions. 
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